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I 4 I

MAUS ’S ARCHIVAL IMAGES
AND THE POST WAR COMICS FIELD
The question of images is at the heart of the great darkness of our
time, the “discontent of our civilization.” We must know how to look
into images to see that of which they are survivors. So that history,
liberated from the pure past (that absolute, that abstraction), might
help us to open the present of time.
— Georges Di di - H u ber m a n, I m ages i n Spi t e of A l l,
2008

The year 1972 established a serious documentary mode for comics globally. In the United States, autobiographical comics began in March of that
year with Justin Green, who created the forty-two-page stand-alone comic
book Binky Brown Meets the Holy Virgin Mary (Last Gasp), about his
struggle with obsessive-compulsive disorder, sex, and Catholic guilt.1 Green
had been motivated by Robert Crumb’s comics—“the [drawn] line . . . was
like a call to action”—to drop the study of Abstract Expressionist painting
at Rhode Island School of Design and move to the center of underground
comics, San Francisco, to become a cartoonist; Binky Brown went on to
influence Crumb and many others.2 Binky Brown was powerful because it
set the space for comics to be a realm of the intensely personal—a space to
reveal, through words and pictures, what one might consider the purview
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of the especially private. In the imagistically explicit Binky Brown, the protagonist imagines that all remotely phallic objects emit what he terms
“penis rays,” which he must avoid touching. But as personal as Binky Brown
was, its genre innovation developed directly out of the collective trauma
of Vietnam.
Underground comics arose from the context of the underground press
and Vietnam, as author and scholar Tom De Haven, among others, has
noted.3 Art Spiegelman agrees, explaining that underground comics were
“inspired by Vietnam [even when] not about Vietnam.” 4 While there is no
explicit reference to the Vietnam War in Binky, Green reveals that Vietnam
was “in the forefront of my thoughts prior to and during the undertaking
of the work.”5 In Green’s account, “Everyone I knew knew at least someone
that was killed. And a couple people that were injured. There was a feeling
of a real collision.” That urgency meant a search to create modalities of
self-expression in which the self was both conspicuously looking and looked
at: “I needed to wage my own war. And so I looked within and . . . I didn’t
want to present myself as a hero but rather as a specimen. So the comic
form gives you a multifaceted view of doing that.” 6 Appearing later that
same year, the first nonfiction work that was rooted in the self and yet moved
outward from first-person autobiography to something approaching the
documentary is Spiegelman’s “Maus.” This three-page story is the prototype for Spiegelman’s longer, two-volume work of the same name, Maus:
A Survivor’s Tale—which one could say was motivated by two wars, and
perhaps even their connection.
Green opened the floodgates for a range of nonfiction work, including
“Maus,” to take shape. Instead of dreaming up violence for extreme, tabooshattering underground comics, Spiegelman explains, after Binky “I could
now locate the atrocities present in the real world that my parents had
survived and brought me into.”7 And as Spiegelman points out, Green did
it both by example and by personal encouragement, inviting Spiegelman
into Funny Aminals, the one-off anthology comic book featuring all anthropomorphic characters that was nominally a benefit for animal rights
(Figure 4.1). Spiegelman initially begged off, but Green, as he recounts,
“wouldn’t let me off the hook,” insisting on Spiegelman’s contribution in
a letter—Spiegelman had moved back to his hometown, New York, from
San Francisco—onto which he even supportively taped two tabs of amphetamine.8 As with Keiji Nakazawa’s I Saw It in Boys’ Jump the same year,
Spiegelman’s somber “Maus” sits awkwardly in the madcap milieu of Funny
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Figure 4.1

R. Crumb, cover to Funny Aminals, 1972. (© R. Crumb.)
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Aminals. While in that context “Maus” appeared as something of an aberration, when it is set next to Binky Brown and I Saw It it becomes visible as part of a subsequently profound link between witnessing war and
comics form.
Featuring first-person perspectives rooted in opposing sides of World War
II, both 1972 stories offer up scenes of 1945: the dropping of the atomic bomb
in Japan in August, the liberation of the Buchenwald concentration
camp in Germany in April. The cultural contexts of publication for Nakazawa and Spiegelman’s germinal comics of witness seem to run in cultural
reverse—but both generated a productively uncomfortable result, refiguring expectations for genre and form. Boys’ Jump, with a large print run,
presented the unpredictable misery of the atomic bomb to an audience
typically expecting action formulas. Funny Aminals, with its print run of
20,000–30,000, catered to a left-wing counterculture that had an appetite
for outrageous plots and images but was less accustomed to serious historical violence, especially in the “funny animals” framework. The threepage “Maus” appears before a piece about a poodle prostitute and after
Funny Aminals’s opener: Crumb’s six-page “Karnal Komix Presents What
a World! Starring Two Cats and a Bird,” in which two felines pursue a birdwoman for a meal; when they manage to finally decapitate her, her powerful body, headless, still runs rampant. On the last page they play baseball
with her head (a nod to the famous 1953 EC horror comic “Foul Play!”).
While both Crumb and Spiegelman’s comics deal with violence through
animals, the direct historical origins of Spiegelman’s take on the funny
animal genre is especially clear when seen after Crumb’s.
Overleaf, where the solemn “Maus” begins, readers encounter violence
in a landscape of cats and mice that appears no less brutal. This violence,
however, emerges in a distinctly separate historical key. From the outset
“Maus” flags itself as testimony and history, despite—and actually copacetic
with—its iteration in the funny animal genre: a genre of comics and animated cartoons that was popular since both forms’ earliest days and evolved
in the 1920s and 1930s. Part of the pleasure this genre produces is in the
seamless toggle from human to animal; the “animalness” of the characters
often “becomes vestigial or drops away entirely,” as Joseph Witek points out,
so that, for example, Donald Duck serves turkey for Thanksgiving dinner.9
In his comics memoir Portrait of the Artist as a Young %@&*! Spiegelman
relates that after seeing old animated cartoons equating blacks and animals
in a cinema class, he thought to create his strip for Funny Aminals based on
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race relations in America, with “Ku Klux Kats” and lynched mice, before
“Hitler’s notion of Jews as vermin offered a metaphor closer to home.”10
Like many cartoonists, Spiegelman is attracted the surreal political imagination of Kafka (The Metamorphosis is a funny animal story in its
own fashion, as is Spiegelman’s 2014 cartoon “The MetaMetamorphosis,”
which depicts Gregor Samsa waking up in bed as a human surrounded by
a shocked cockroach family).11 Kafka’s character Josephine the Singer, he
has said, referring to Kafka’s last story, “Josephine the Singer, or the Mouse
Folk” (1924), which has been interpreted in the context of Jewish identity,
“began humming to me and told me there was something closer to deal
with.”12 The documentary history of comics derives in part from the animal fable and evolves it, as Kafka did, to represent a concern with human
history.

“Maus”: Comics, War, Witness
“Maus” is the first iteration of Spiegelman’s (re)invention of comics nonfiction and the invention of American comics as an expression of witness.
Comics established nonfiction as a primary concern during the underground comix revolution of the late 1960s and 1970s. The form explored
antinarrative aesthetics, which produced a spatial ethic of articulation apposite to the work of historical documentation and the expression of trauma.
The grammar of comics, across all of its formats, shapes time and space; it
suggests that one encounter the panel as an event, and it presents a nonlinear experience of time. Spiegelman demonstrated the possibilities of
comics language by showing how its most basic formal elements could
forcefully portray complicated historical realities. In this underground
moment, comics became legibly equipped to challenge dominant modes of
storytelling and history writing through expressing simultaneity, multiple
perspectives, shifting temporalities, and paradoxical spaces. The central
proposition of “Maus,” like the later Maus, is the imbrication of the past
with the present.
“Maus” adopts the abstraction of an animal metaphor and the flourishes
of cartoon language (splash panels, sound effects, and paratextual notes and
arrows) while verbally and visually bearing witness to both public and
private traumas of the Holocaust.13 It uses comics language to assess events
typically considered the domain of journalism and prose nonfiction. The
marks that begin the story are large bleeding black letters, two inches high,
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spelling out “MAUS.” A violent slash across the horizontal of the page,
the title appears urgently splashed on; ink even splatters upward from the
left stem of the M into the page’s blank corner and drips down into the
space of the first frame. In this first panel, as Marianne Hirsch points out,
Spiegelman filters his father’s experience through the famous Margaret
Bourke-White photograph of the liberation of prisoners at Buchenwald in
April 1945.14
Despite the animal overlay, in “Maus” the opening salvo of translating
(or, rather, transvaluing) a widely circulated journalistic photograph into
comics establishes the story from the outset as about evidence, nonfiction,
and transmission (Figure 4.2). The half-page opening frame—with black
photo corners covering its edges—is a clear (re)creation of Bourke-White’s
image of seventeen male prisoners clustered behind a fence, some gripping
its wire, “staring out at their Allied rescuers,” as Life magazine put it, “like
so many living corpses.” In approximately the same posture, seventeen men
drawn with the faces of mice gaze outward from Spiegelman’s frame; a
small arrow points to one, with the hand-drawn designation “Poppa.” This
paratextual note within the space of the frame, along with the photo
corners, underlines that the drawing of the photograph appears to us as a
handled artifact, not a window onto the reality of the past. The voice of
the son, generically named Mickey, frames the narrative only once, on this
first page below the “photograph,” before the survivor father’s speech and
his experiences take over: “When I was a young mouse in Rego Park, New
York, my poppa used to tell me bedtime stories about life in the old country
during the war . . .” The ellipses lead into the two square juxtaposed frames
that conclude the page: a mouse father tucking his mouse son into bed,
hand on his shoulder, followed by a military-accoutred cat ramming a pistol
into the mouth of a terrified mouse, hand on his neck. While “Maus” does
not specify Jews and Nazis, or the full names of the family at its center, it
clearly bears witness to a survivor’s experience of World War II in comics
form: the testimony is particular, while the characters remain generic.
The arrangement of another’s voice as framed by its listener—in this case,
in the context of the primary and secondary witness—is the formal element
that distinguishes “Maus” from Spiegelman’s earlier work. “Maus” immediately establishes itself as a narrative concerned with the communication
of testimony, however confusing it may be for the son, who becomes the interlocutor to the survivor-witness: trying to visualize his father’s experience as
the opening narrative act of the story, he comes up against the dominance
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Figure 4.2

Art Spiegelman, ﬁrst page of “Maus,” Funny Aminals, 1972. (From Breakdowns: Portrait of

the Artist as a Young %@&*! by Art Spiegelman, copyright © 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977,
2005, 2006, 2007, and 2008 by Art Spiegelman. Used by permission of the Wylie Agency LLC and
Pantheon Books, an imprint of the Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, a division of Penguin Random
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of the photographic public archive. For “Maus,” Spiegelman interviewed
and tape-recorded his father, Vladek Spiegelman, a survivor of Auschwitz
and Dachau, among other camps, soliciting his testimony at length, and
he carefully researched available Holocaust history (there was substantially less in English in the early 1970s, of course, than there is now).15 His
work prior to “Maus,” Spiegelman says, was “me trying to get myself born
as a cartoonist. [The three-page] Maus represented . . . a voice I could recognize . . . it was the moment I was able to establish a sense of self.”16 Yet
the driving voice of “Maus” is the voice of Spiegelman’s father. Spiegelman
gets born as a cartoonist through his father’s voice, through developing
comics as a form to document and bear witness. “Maus” is also a certain
kind of comics getting born in the United States, a significant opening up
of a tradition of “drawing to tell” in the modern era.
Spiegelman continued to experiment with the reach of nonfiction after
“Maus,” producing one of the earliest comics essays, the dense, intellectual four-page “Cracking Jokes: A Brief Inquiry into Various Aspects of
Humor” (1975), which features Freud as a recurring character. “Cracking
Jokes” went on to inspire Scott McCloud’s classic 1993 work of comics
theory in the form of comics, Understanding Comics, now a media theory
staple. In “Cracking Jokes,” McCloud recognized the “show-and-tell” potential of presenting arguments in comics form. Spiegelman, in his view,
“was speaking directly to the reader half the time, and every point he wanted
to make he demonstrated as he went. And that’s what I’ve tried to do with
Understanding Comics.”17 In January 1976 Spiegelman contributed the first
sequential comics art to the New York Times’s op-ed page—an occurrence
now much more typical, flying under the banner of “Op-Art.”18 It is a fourpanel comic strip with a cat, a mouse, and a “building a better mousetrap”
theme that accompanied a column on the politics of economic planning.19
In this period underground comics and non-narrative film were both
pushing at the boundaries of narrative and experimenting with formal vocabularies. The link between the two forms is explicit in the figure of
Spiegelman, who moved in both self-consciously avant-garde worlds.20 His
sense of narrative experiment, especially in slowing down or speeding up
time and in proposing the recursivity of the comics page, was honed in
conversation with filmmakers such as Stan Brakhage, Ken Jacobs, and
Ernie Gehr. Yet even as these media dialogues inspired Spiegelman to deconstruct comics form, he was also creating new idioms of expression for
comics nonfiction.
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Spiegelman’s work after “Maus” is also haunted by the Holocaust and
grapples with Jewish identity, sometimes in surprising ways. We see this
in pieces such as “Prisoner on the Hell Planet,” completed (as was Green’s
Binky Brown) in 1972, which is about the suicide of Spiegelman’s survivor
mother, and in several installments of his underrated “Real Dream” series
from 1975. In the surreal “Real Dream: ‘A Hand Job,’ ” the nontransparency that the handwritten medium of comics offers suddenly seems uncomfortable: Spiegelman’s hands betray his Jewishness when the fingers
of his right hand each turn into a small person who insults him, including
a bespectacled man who screams, “Jew!”21 These formal and personal preoccupations come together in Maus: A Survivor’s Tale, the long-form narrative that Spiegelman began in 1978. Maus definitively changed comics
from the inside and the outside; to even speak of a “comics field,” as one
does now, was not possible before its publication and what it presented
internally and galvanized externally. As Jared Gardner states in an essay on
the importance of the year 1972 for comics, “It would be the response of
Art Spiegelman to the possibility of autobiographical comics, and his own
unique approach to collective autobiography, that would be most influential in shaping the reception of the form in the decades to come.”22 Maus
has done more, as Gardner indicates, than any other work to establish
comics as a sophisticated, complex art form. It created widespread attention to the category of the “graphic novel” (a term Spiegelman has come
to dislike) in the 1980s and beyond, creating the viability of the American
comics publishing field that is so vibrant today. Yet I want to push farther
than Gardner’s invocation of “collective autobiography”: the work that
founded the field is about witnessing world-historical disaster. Comics is a
form disposed to witness; in Spiegelman’s hands, the profound reverberations of war display the link. Maus demonstrates the motivated connection between comics form and visual witness; it reveals witnessing as the
modality of contemporary comics.
As critics and Spiegelman himself have pointed out, there would be no
“Maus,” or Maus, without Green’s Binky Brown Meets the Holy Virgin Mary.23
However, as I suggest in the Introduction, there also would be no Maus
without Paladij Osynka’s 1946 hand-drawn pamphlet Auschwitz: Album of a
Political Prisoner, which I discuss below, and which Spiegelman’s mother,
Anja Spiegelman, a survivor of Auschwitz and Ravensbrück, among other
camps, brought from Poland to Sweden to the United States after the war.
Nakazawa and Spiegelman’s innovation in the early 1970s—independently
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executed in terms of actual creation but both spurred by the traumatic inheritance of World War II—shows how the exigencies of war inspired the
popular form of comics to reinvent itself globally, to intensify its intrinsic
concern with the nature of words and images in order to bear witness to
war. World War II created the conditions for the emergence of adult, contemporary comics out of legacies of urgent visual witness.

Picturing the Oxymoron of Life in a Death Camp
The relevance of wartime archives to the aesthetic and political shape of
Maus gained focus for me when I collaborated with Spiegelman as associate editor of MetaMaus (2011), his book about the thirteen-year process
of making Maus.24 MetaMaus is at every level about questions of form and
bearing witness, and it draws on Spiegelman’s extensive archive of notes,
sketches, and World War II research, documents, and artifacts. This archive
revealed hand-drawn traditions of witness stemming from the war that, I
argue, led to the opening out of the comics culture that sprouted in the
late 1960s and early 1970s—and which is responsible for the existence of
the adult comics field we have today.
Extensive documentation of a range of visual and other cultural production by both artistically trained and untrained inmates incarcerated in the
Nazi concentration and extermination camps includes well-known paintings and drawings by Leo Haas, Bedřich Fritta, Yehuda Bacon, and Dina
Babbitt, among others.25 Some works were commissioned by the SS; some
were secretly created and stored at great risk, as in the case of a group of
Theresienstadt prisoners who concealed hundreds of documentary images
under the guise of a work detail.26 Nazis forbade inmates at AuschwitzBirkenau and most camps to make or keep their own art or written texts.27
Yet prisoners covertly created sketches, portraits, diaries, maps, birthday
cards, game boards, stamp sets, playing and tarot cards, illustrated fables,
tiny books, and decorated letters, among many other forms and genres.28
“Most of the art produced during the Holocaust,” however, “falls into the
categories of documentation of the events that the camera did not see,” as
Stephen Feinstein suggests.29 Drawings of life in the camps produced both
by survivors—in some cases after the war—and by those who did not survive inspired Spiegelman, aesthetically and politically, to conceptualize the
comics field as connected to a history of drawing to tell and to recognize
the witnessing power of drawing in the age of the camera.
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Spiegelman grew up with survivor parents, who, in keeping with what
was for many a tacit mandate of postwar American Jewish immigrant culture, did not address with him in any explicit way what their experiences
in Poland had been. As a child, he knew there was something called “the
war,” but his encounters of learning about it were a series of jarringly disconnected moments, mostly aural. This disconnect is the subject of a pivotal scene from Spiegelman’s Portrait of the Artist as a Young %@&*! in
which the six-year-old Artie overhears bits and pieces of his parents speaking
Polish to each other about a former Auschwitz Sonderkommando, a member
of a special unit forced to work in gas chambers and crematoria, who attended the fancy party from which the family is returning in a chauffeured
car. The child inquires about his parents’ conversation. After his father
explains to his son, “It’s rumors he put to the ovens his wife and son, so
nobody wants to sit!” Spiegelman’s mother pats him on the head: “Take
a nap again, cookie! It’s still a long drive, and we’re just having grown-up
talk!” (Figure 4.3).
Here, the confusion of “put to the ovens” and the invocation from his
own father, sitting with his wife and son, of something that sounds like
uxoricide and filicide—Spiegelman as an adult in Maus famously accuses
both of his parents of being “murderers”—resonates deeply, and Spiegelman
draws his child self looking shocked and perplexed, with a row of spiky emanata emerging from his head. This perplexity was typical. However, during
the widely televised Adolf Eichmann trial in 1961, when he was thirteen,
Spiegelman went searching through his parents’ private—“forbidden”—
bookshelf. There are many accounts, widely circulating, of encountering
images of atrocity for the first time and experiencing the subsequent loss of
innocence, such as Susan Sontag’s famous description in On Photography
of finding concentration camp photographs when she was twelve: “Nothing
I have ever seen—in photographs or in real life—ever cut me as sharply,
deeply, instantaneously. Indeed, it seems plausible to me to divide my life
into two parts.”30 Unlike in most such accounts, however, the most significant object that Spiegelman found was not photographic: it was drawn.
It is hard to overstate the centrality of Spiegelman’s encounter with the
stuff of the “forbidden bookshelf” to his later creation of a mainstream adult
comics field in the United States (and elsewhere) through Maus. MetaMaus, which consists, excluding appendices, of a long interview between
me and Spiegelman, virtually begins with a discussion of this discovery on
its fourth page (approximately 230 pages of interview follow). Spiegelman
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Figure 4.3

Art Spiegelman, panels from Portrait of the Artist as a Young %@&*!, 2008. (From

Breakdowns: Portrait of the Artist as a Young %@&*! by Art Spiegelman, copyright © 1972, 1973, 1974,
1975, 1976, 1977, 2005, 2006, 2007, and 2008 by Art Spiegelman. Used by permission of the Wylie
Agency LLC and Pantheon Books, an imprint of the Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, a division of
Penguin Random House LLC. All rights reserved.)

discovered mostly Polish, Yiddish, and Ukrainian small-press pamphlets by
survivors that bore witness to experiences of regular people in the war.
Funded by Jewish organizations, most of these were published in 1946, in
the immediate postwar period.31 (One can understand the pamphlets as
connected at least in part to the tradition of yizkor books, a type of memorial book with roots in ancient Jewish culture that after World War II took
on a new form as a book of testimony and demographic record.) Several of
these pamphlets, significantly, feature drawings of everyday life in the
camps—handmade images of witness. Four years later, in 1965, Spiegelman
would also discover the influential Bernard Krigstein comic-book story
“Master Race” (1955), a formally sophisticated fictional account of a Nazi
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commandant on the run after the war; in that it addressed genocide in serious tones, “Master Race” was a rare cultural product.32
Although he could not read the text of the pamphlets because he did not
know the languages (his small amount of “passive Polish” was verbal), their
images—with their amateur graphic design and the humble small-press
printing—constituted Spiegelman’s first recognition of his parents’ circumstance and life during the war. This encounter was necessarily a visual one;
more specifically, it was an encounter with the drawn line. Some of these
pamphlets were cartoony—one was a booklet by a Ukrainian inmate,
Osynka, with gag cartoons and jokes, often at the expense of a naive prisoner
(“A new-beginner is amazed: is it true that this big stick is for him?”). The
work Spiegelman found on “Anja’s bookshelf,” as he went on to designate it,
is diverse: some of the postwar pamphlets and books are largely prose, like
the Polish booklet Destruction of the Jews of Sosnowiec (about the Polish city
where his parents lived before the war), which became a key reference for
Maus and which Spiegelman’s stepmother, Mala Spiegelman, also a survivor, translated into English for his research.33 Some are lengthy, like Seweryna Szmaglewska’s Smoke over Birkenau (1946), which is said to be the first
eyewitness account of Birkenau (and is currently in its eighteenth printing),
and some are short and remain obscure. Two pamphlets in particular, which
are predominantly visual, both titled with simple place names of camps, had
a profound effect on the would-be documentary cartoonist: Ravensbrück and
Auschwitz. Anja Spiegelman had come through both camps.34
Ravensbrück, likely from 1946, is a small bound booklet featuring ten colored images inside, with captions in Ukrainian. Ravensbrück is not attributed to a single author—the artist is unknown—but its images, drawing and
watercolor, are clearly done by the same hand. These images, which Spiegelman describes as “delicate” and yet in some cases “printed very badly out
of register,” reveal in detail daily life in the camp from a prisoner’s point of
view: the carrying of heavy canisters of soup, prisoner selections, guards
with dogs menacing prisoners, eating, marching, beatings, shivering, cramming into bunks (see Figure 4.4). Their tone and composition suggest neither detachment nor sensationalism but rather straightforward observation,
snatches of the everyday. The small booklet Auschwitz—subtitled Album of
a Political Prisoner—by Paladij Osynka, dated 1946, features fifteen images
with captions that appear in both Ukrainian and (loosely translated) English (see Figure 4.5). Auschwitz’s images are identified both as a “document” and as “cartoons” in the lengthy author’s note that precedes them.
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Figure 4.4

Artist unknown, page from Ravensbrück, c. 1946 (“Work under the gaze of the SS and

large wolﬂike dogs, which terriﬁed them more than death”).

In Auschwitz—also, like Ravensbrück, a work of visual reporting—the
images carry no less information, but they are edged with a dark irony.
The captions can be substantial and literary; they are aware of the space
between word and image, as with Goya’s Disasters of War. Only the first
image, in which chimney smoke wafts out the word “Auschwitz,” has no
caption sitting below it. When one opens the pamphlet, the visual indicates what Auschwitz is, with no further explanation needed: a prisoner
hangs on the electrified fence, the chimney pumps, and a guard shoots.
Auschwitz is simply, redundantly, death. Executed in what Spiegelman
calls a “clumsy” style—people often appear with disproportionately large
heads—Auschwitz mixes jokey images with desperately serious ones: two,
which work sequentially, are of the gas chamber and have the simple titles
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Figure 4.5

Paladij Osynka, cover to Auschwitz, 1946.

“Selection for gas chamber” followed by “In the gas chamber.” One wonders if (and how) Osynka was in the gas chamber to see what he drew—his
image, which depicts six men dying, has the simple clarity of authority (he
could have been, perhaps, a Sonderkommando).35
That Spiegelman’s comprehension of these pamphlets was, at the time,
visual and necessarily not verbal allowed him to encounter the discourse
of the visual in a heightened way, even as the visuals shared space on the
page with captions. Further, the urgency of the small-press documents,
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revealing the texture of what he calls “the oxymoron of life in a death
camp,” their lack of pretension and their exigency, “struck [him] hard.”
The pamphlets “were so clearly not part of mass-cultural production, that
they had a kind of fanzine-like magic to me,” he explains. The drawings
and their delivery are examples of the necessity of witness that requires
only the most basic of platforms. The pamphlets’ unpretentiousness,
their transmission of both basic and detailed information, and their visual style—their (re)creation of a world through line—fascinated him.
“Anything at all with cartoon-like drawings had an immense pull on
me,” Spiegelman continues of the pamphlets, “especially those from before my own childhood.”36
When I started thinking about Maus, I was suspicious of the term magical as a descriptor, as in a blurb from Umberto Eco that graces many editions of the book describing the reading of Maus as entering a “magical
world.” To me it indicated something incorrect: namely, that Maus, as
drawing, creates comfortable distance from the reality of the war; that it
sugarcoats terror. I no longer think of “magical” as a backhanded compliment for a nonfiction text, especially in light of how Spiegelman describes
his fascination with the often horrifying pamphlets. What it now indicates
to me is the force, or force field, of the mark and line to impart information both external to the maker and also personal to the maker. The distilled register of the cartoon and the drawn line creates an enveloping,
idiosyncratic world of expression that can be powerful for witness. This is
how J. Hillis Miller repeatedly uses “magical” when analyzing Maus in The
Conflagration of Community.37 One person’s line can create what feels like
a secret world of experience—even as this person is testifying, as in the pamphlets, to the world at large. The primal interest in the world before he, a
child of survivors, was improbably in it inspires many features of Maus, both
foundational and complex; historical, aesthetic, and psychic. The pamphlets, most of which were completed quickly after the war, just make this
cutoff: Spiegelman was born in 1948.
I would warrant that just as Sontag was preoccupied by photography in
the long “second part” of her life after she saw the atrocity photos, Spiegelman’s path to becoming the cartoonist he became—one who made handdrawn witnessing, as well as nonfiction comics, reemerge for the postmodern
American era—is connected to his early fascination with these word-andimage documents and their aesthetico-historical possibilities. The pamphlets inspired Spiegelman’s “Maus” and his field-defining Maus. Maus
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first appeared, chapter by chapter, in similarly designed and printed serial
booklets in RAW magazine starting in 1980.
The postwar booklets are the model for the format of Spiegelman’s telling
of his own parents’ war story (see Figure 4.6). While few critics have noted
the serialization of Maus prior to its publication in book volumes by Pantheon (1986, 1991), even fewer have actually analyzed the context of its
appearance within RAW, the biannual “avant-garde comix and graphix”
anthology magazine (1980–1991) founded and edited by Spiegelman and
Françoise Mouly, his wife (the art editor of the New Yorker since 1993). Spiegelman and Mouly self-published the first eight issues of RAW, a largeformat magazine boasting an international roster of artists, on a secondhand multilith printing press in their Soho loft; the first print run was about
3,500 copies, just a bit smaller than the likely print run of the postwar booklets.38 RAW’s second issue, 1980’s The Graphix Magazine for Damned
Intellectuals—each issue carried a different subtitle—contained the first
chapter of Maus as a small, digest-sized booklet, printed on inexpensive
paper, which sat as a separate insert within the magazine against its larger,
glossier, eleven-by-fourteen-inch art folio stock. Maus continued to be published chapter by chapter as an insert in RAW through its penultimate
chapter, in 1991. (Volume 1 appeared as a book in 1986, halfway through
Maus’s serialization, only because of Spiegelman’s fears that producer
Steven Spielberg and director Don Bluth’s animated feature An American
Tail [1986], whose concept he believed was stolen from the three-page
“Maus,” would eclipse the reception of his work on its own terms.)39
Other hand-drawn work by survivors of the Nazi camps—and those who
did not survive—inspired Maus. Charlotte Salomon (1917–1943) painted the
experimental word- and-image autobiography Life? Or Theatre? during
a short period of freedom after internment by the French at Gurs and
before her death at Auschwitz.40 In the colorful series of 800-plus gouaches
structured like a play, the application of the materials suggests a poignant
haste; her marks encode a fleeting sense of duration. Meaningful examples
of the tradition of hand- drawn images of witness include less well-known
works by a range of camp inmates, including Waldemar Nowakowski,
Alfred Kantor, and Mieczysław Kościelniak. Nowakowski created simple,
evocative drawings at Auschwitz that documented events such as beatings; for Spiegelman, the drawings’ purposefulness was moving. They
convey important basic information (beating was done with a stick in front
of barracks, prisoners were made to squat, certain patches were on the
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Figure 4.6

MetaMaus double spread of Anja’s postwar booklets alongside Spiegelman’s Maus insert

booklets in RAW (pages 16–17). (From MetaMaus: A Look Inside a Modern Classic by Art Spiegelman,
copyright © 2011 by Art Spiegelman. Used by permission of the Wylie Agency LLC and Pantheon Books,
an imprint of the Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, a division of Penguin Random House LLC. All
rights reserved.)
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uniform, the shoes were wooden and not leather).41 Kantor’s watercolor
work is looser than Nowakowski’s but, significantly, it also contains handwritten captions (see Figure 4.7). He drew in pencil in Terezín and in
Auschwitz, determined “to keep a continuous record” of his life in the
camps, even though he destroyed his own sketches to avoid being caught.42
Kantor, a Czech, reconstructed his drawings in a displaced-persons camp
in Bavaria in 1945 as a visual diary, which was later published as The Book
of Alfred Kantor (1971) and provided Spiegelman with an important clue to
the daily grain of camp life, particularly in its word-and-image aspect.43
In Kantor’s work Spiegelman found a “sophisticated notational system”
and a matter- of-fact tone to which he could relate: “the pictures gave you
information, but they weren’t ‘sexy.’ ” In contradistinction, Spiegelman—who
has never been shy about critiquing the aesthetic value of any image—notes
that celebrated survivor artist and former Sonderkommando David Olère’s
pictures are “kitschy . . . milking it for every bit of drama it’s got.” 44
Kościelniak’s drawings appear more often than any other artist’s in Spiegelman’s archive of prisoner art; Kościelniak was a trained artist, and his
highly detailed, precisely rendered drawings (those that were not SS commissions) present what Spiegelman calls “a clarity beyond most photography.” 45 Maus incorporates (without citation) a detailed image of a louse
that was a portion of a poster Kościelniak created at Auschwitz in German
for the Nazis with the warning “One Louse Means Death.” Kościelniak,
then, becomes not only a reference for Maus but actually part of the stuff
of its pages, one of the many pieces of history, a material history of the
camps, on which it builds.
These works of surviving hand-drawn art from World War II—created
in what we would certainly call the age of the camera—are exemplary
occasions of drawing to constitute a record, to communicate exterior information. While the lines index the bodies of their makers, the images
meditate less on the self, on subjectivity, than on observing history and experience. The drawings are “a return to drawing not for its possibilities of imposing the self, of finding a new role for art and drawing after the camera,”
Spiegelman says, in a comment also cited in my Introduction, “but rather
a return to the earlier function that drawing served before the camera—a
kind of commemorating, witnessing, and recording of information—what
Goya referred to when he says, ‘This I saw.’ ” He continues, “The artists . . .
are giving urgent information in the pictures, information that could be
transmitted no other way.” 46 Prisoners in the camps, generally speaking,
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Figure 4.7

Alfred Kantor, drawing of Auschwitz, from section “The Hell of Auschwitz: Pictures from

Winter-Spring 1944” in The Book of Alfred Kantor. Kantor drew his visual diary while incarcerated,
destroyed it, and redrew it in 1945 after the war. (Used by permission of Jerry Kantor.)
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did not have access to cameras. (A very small number of photographs
were smuggled out, including one that Spiegelman draws in Maus.)47
These drawings, then, provide vital examples of the function of drawing
as documentation.
This tradition of hand-drawn images of witness includes work inspired
by the very specific comics language that informs Maus. When he saw the
cartoon pamphlet Mickey au Camp de Gurs (Mickey in Gurs)—after his
own work was finished—Spiegelman recognized it as a “validation that I’d
stumbled onto a way of telling that had deep roots.” 48 Horst Rosenthal’s
Mickey in Gurs, a poignant and amusing fifteen-panel bound booklet (designated by some sources simply a “comic book,” and now owned by the
Centre de Documentation Juive Contemporaine in Paris) was created in
1942 in the French internment camp Gurs, near the Pyrenees, where Charlotte Salomon had also been imprisoned (Figure 4.8).49 The German-born
Rosenthal died in Auschwitz that same year, at age twenty-seven. Mickey
Mouse narrates Mickey in Gurs, and its graphically lovely red and black
cover, dated 1942, states it is “published without the authorization of Walt
Disney”—a joke that indicates not only the globalization of comic book
culture, as Feinstein points out, but also, wryly, the constraints on actual
“publication”: only one booklet was made (unlike the postwar pamphlets,
some quite similar, that Anja Spiegelman owned).50 The black line art of
Rosenthal’s images, doodles, and handwritten text is confident and fluid;
the booklet alternates between black-and-white and watercolor, a mix perhaps attributable to the availability of supplies over time. The booklet opens
with Mickey’s arrest and arrival at Gurs; he is the only mouse in Mickey in
Gurs, interacting with human policemen, camp bureaucrats, guards, and
fellow inmates. When asked who his father is, he replies, “Walt Disney”;
he is subsequently asked if he is a Jew. (“Shamefully, I confessed my complete ignorance on that subject,” the narrator-mouse reports.) One learns
about camp life and policies from Mickey’s parodically perplexed point
of view as he describes meals, barracks, and censors. Mickey in Gurs is
powerful in its concurrent delivery of information—even filtered through
the abstraction of the nonmimetic mouse—and its alertness to its own
ephemerality.
The visual-verbal testimony of Mickey in Gurs is a haunting precursor
to Maus in several important aspects: the mouse (whose figuration as such
is yet a cipher—Mickey is an evident stand-in for the human author) as the
persecuted figure, engagement with the iconic nature of popular culture
in the act of bearing witness, and the careful documentation of daily life’s
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Figure 4.8

Horst Rosenthal, cover of Mickey au Camp de Gurs booklet, 1942. (Used by permission of

Mémorial de la Shoah, Paris, France.)

detail (such as exactly which seven-plus ingredients go into the “nauseating”
soup served at Gurs), alongside a conspicuous awareness of the drawing
medium. Mickey describes how a fellow prisoner offers “to rent me his
bunk, just to . . .”—and then Rosenthal cuts off, since Mickey knows “this
is a children’s book.”51 Most movingly, in the last panel, Mickey simply
erases himself from Gurs and indicates he will be instead in America, which
in his critique of the French he mockingly describes as “the land of L . . . y,
E . . . y, and F . . . y” (liberty, equality, fraternity). The booklet’s last image,
with a cheerful pink watercolor background, shows Mickey walking against
the direction of reading (and the direction he draws himself entering
Gurs) toward a cluster of skyscrapers enclosed in a fluffy thought balloon.
This page is signed “Mickey” in lively script, below which sit the small, less
effervescent letters spelling “Horst Rosenthal,” and again, as on the cover,
the location and date.
Rosenthal’s medium allows him to erase himself before he can be
erased in this fantasy of the elective—of the choice to disappear. One can
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understand Rosenthal’s Mickey, as Lisa Naomi Mulman suggests, as a
figure of Walter Benjamin’s destructive and yet redemptive Unmensch, “the
cannibal that devours his adversary in the savagery of his wit.”52 Rosenthal,
she writes, making reference to Benjamin’s language, “is the ultimate Unmensch. He ‘steals’ his body from himself, first detaching it from his own
subjectivity, and then ‘erasing’ it entirely.”53 It codes as an aesthetically
radical act. Through attention to the immateriality of drawing—its possibility of erasure and reconstitution elsewhere—Rosenthal in fact underlines the witnessing force behind the materiality of his lines that he does
create before Mickey happily self-erases from Gurs.
Both the direct connections and the potent underlying formal connections between the postwar pamphlets and surviving art from the camps
and Spiegelman’s foundational Maus reveal how powerfully the earlier
work shaped the possibilities of contemporary comics. It is exactly these
traditions of drawn witnessing, seen in the postwar pamphlets and other
survivor (and nonsurvivor) art that opened up the creation of today’s comics
field. Unearthing these archives and histories, we can trace the crosscontinental movement of the booklets from Europe to the United States,
where they helped instigate aesthetically and documentarily ambitious
forms of graphic narrative in the taboo-shattering underground period. We
should in turn understand the contemporary comics field, so deeply shaped
and conditioned by the success of Maus, as inspired by, even founded on,
these earlier acts of witness to war and disaster.

Maus: Creating a Testimonial Archive
The lines and marks of Maus, made with a fountain pen, are looser and
thicker than those in the three-page “Maus” of 1972, also a black-and-white
work. In the longer Maus, Spiegelman abandons the finely cross-hatched,
tight rendering of the shorter work (which is highly attentive to textures,
whether of a military coat or a mouse’s fur), for shaggier, more open lines.
Maus maintains the animal metaphor, but here the specified features of
the animal characters are replaced by a more minimal notational style—
a visual system in which the reader cannot “take comfort,” as Spiegelman
puts it, that “it ain’t you.”54 The despecification, in other words, opens out
to greater readerly identification.55 Further, in order to reject the look and
tone of visual mastery, Spiegelman created both the words and the images
in Maus with the same Pelikan fountain pen, and used other common
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stationery-store materials, as well as a one-to-one ratio of drawing to print
size.56 Maus’s one-to-one ratio of creation to production, highly unusual
in comics, produces a manuscript or diary-like effect (one sees the mark at
the same size at which it was drawn) that echoes the urgent look and practice of drawings of witness made in the Nazi camps.
Almost 300 pages spread out over two book volumes—Maus I: A Survivor’s Tale: My Father Bleeds History (1986) and Maus II: A Survivor’s Tale:
And Here My Troubles Began (1991)—the long-form Maus combines the
formal experiment of Spiegelman’s earlier underground work, particularly
with narrative temporality and spatiality, with an account of survival that
is gripping in its linear progression; Maus reads like the undertow and running river at once. In On the Origin of Stories, Brian Boyd even cites Maus
as the inspiration for his book on “supremely successful” stories: his opening
sentence announces, “My first debt is to Art Spiegelman.”57 In Maus, one
knows that Vladek has survived the war, since he is testifying to his artist
son, yet the situations the book presents are so harrowing as to make that
conclusion feel remote.
While some of Vladek Spiegelman’s testimony in the short “Maus” is repeated in the longer work—for instance, the incident in which he was
discovered hiding in a bunker in the Środula ghetto and later buried the
responsible party in Auschwitz—the arc of his life as presented in Maus is
much deeper and begins much earlier, before the war.58 Art Spiegelman’s
goal in Maus was to create a comic book that needed a bookmark.59 Shuttling between 1930s and 1940s Poland and 1970s and 1980s New York, Maus
is as much about the son’s struggle to elicit testimony and visualize his
father’s history in comics form as it is about the father’s extraordinary, terrifying narrative of survival during the war—and, as the artist-son takes pains
to point out, after the war. “There is more to survival than bringing the
body through its ordeal unscathed,” Spiegelman muses about the premise
of Maus in a 1985 entry in a notebook. “There is the building of a personality with depth and understanding—something difficult enough to achieve
even without passing through the center of history’s hell.” And then on a
separate line, by itself: “Survival is having children even if they hate you.” 60
Maus intertwines the improbable story of its own making with Vladek
Spiegelman’s testimony of his life before, during, and after World War II
(when his only surviving child often hates him).
It is not a coincidence that the hand-drawn word-and-image work that
almost single-handedly created the contemporary adult American comics
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field—the one that licensed readers, publishers, cartoonists, and critics both
in America and beyond to understand the potential of comics in a new
light—is about war, witness, and documentation. If Maus marks the reemergence of a powerful tradition of drawing to tell, what does witnessing mean
in Maus—the comics work about the war that created the postwar comics
field as one inclined to document?
Comics is powerful precisely in how it intervenes against the traumadriven discourse of the unrepresentable and the ineffable, as I suggest in
Graphic Women, which explores the work of five contemporary cartoonists, each indebted to Maus.61 The current prominence of comics, especially in our twenty-first-century age of global wars and endemic violence,
indicates desire for forms of aesthetic expression that do face history and
trauma, that even document it visually—as opposed to sacralizing absence
and/or “staging . . . a refusal to stage,” as Jean-Luc Nancy describes filmmaker Claude Lanzmann’s landmark Shoah.62 Maus demonstrates how the
vocabulary of comics—the narrative shapes its grammar offers—along with
its visual surface, the extrasemantic layer of its drawn lines, conveys information while at the same time accounting for the excess (or absence) of
signification and reference. In the late 1970s, around the time he began
work on Maus, Spiegelman wrote in a notebook: “Maybe vulgar, semiliterate, unsubtle comic books are an appropriate form for speaking the
unspeakable.” Almost forty years later, when I asked him about this in a
public event, he quipped that today “the unspeakable gets spoken within
ten minutes, by me if nobody else.” 63 Despite his quip, it is important to
understand how the previous half century has changed comics’ ability to
express what is routinely referred to as “unspeakable.”
The mark is not merely mimetic but rather produces its own phenomenology. Nancy’s articulation of the significance of the image, in the vein
of artist William Kentridge’s view of the mark, noted in Chapter 3, resonates with the visual presence produced by Maus and other comics works.
In The Ground of the Image, Nancy describes how “the image is what takes
the thing out of its simple presence and brings it to pres-ence, to praes-entia,
to being out-in-front- of-itself, turned toward the outside. . . . This is not a
presence ‘for a subject’ (it is not ‘representation’ in the ordinary, mimetic
sense of the word). It is, on the contrary, if one can put it this way, ‘presence as subject.’ In the image, or as image, and only in this way, the thing—
whether it is an inert image or a person—is posited as subject. The thing
presents itself.” 64 While Nancy here expresses the nature of any image, his
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language, with its reference to the turned-outward presence of the image,
is strikingly relevant for comics, as if its form literalizes the figure of Nancy’s
description.65
With its febrile, nontransparent lines and its hand- drawn juxtaposed
boxes that enclose, underline, and present a succession of moments, almost
as in a series of windows, comics offers images replete with their own sense
of turning toward the outside. Synthesizing old and yet pervasive debates
about Holocaust representation, Nancy defines the significant aesthetic
work that actually has high stakes as “exactly the opposite of the impoverishment of the sensory: not a thick and tautological presence before which
one prostrates oneself but rather the presentation of an open absence within
the work itself—within its sensory presentation.” 66 This describes an important feature of Maus’s word-and-image witnessing: encountering it is a
rich sensory experience of reading and looking, while at the same time one
meets the open absence of its gutter spaces. This explanation of open absence built within the sensory resonates with Shoshana Felman’s notion
of the textualization of the context in works expressing trauma.67 Nancy offers a similar proposition in terms strikingly evocative of comics grammar:
“The criteria of a representation of Auschwitz can only be found in this
demand: that such an opening—interval or wound—not be shown as an object but rather that it be inscribed right at the level of representation, as its
very texture.” 68 Comics takes shape through intervals, including the gutter,
its central, constitutive interval of absence. In Maus’s page depicting four
hanged friends of Vladek’s on a public street in 1941, for instance, the textualization inheres in the shaggy look of the lines—resisting Nazi tropes
of mastery—and also in its compositional texture as a narrative unit stippled with gaps. A conspicuous horizontal gutter at the bottom of the page
queers the movement of the narrative, halting causality or diachrony and
instead marking traumatic repetition—in what become, through images
and words, literal footnotes (Figure 4.9).69 Spiegelman repeats and disarticulates the bodies of the hanged.
Maus portrays the spatial form comics can take, what Spiegelman calls
“turning a narrative into geography”—a different aim, especially when visualizing testimony, than mimeticism, or even the verisimilitude associated with film.70 Comics offers an “architectonics” that can bear witness
forcefully in its ability to immerse readers within information in the space
of the page. When testimony takes shape in drawing, it both expresses realities and “offers encapsulated sets of abstractions”—marks—“that trigger
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Figure 4.9

Art Spiegelman, The Complete Maus, page 85. (From The Complete Maus: A Survivor’s Tale

by Art Spiegelman, Maus, Volume I copyright © 1973, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986 by
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Group, a division of Penguin Random House LLC. All rights reserved.)
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a response,” as Spiegelman puts it. Maus is invested in “creating [the camps]
as a mental zone,” not just as a visual re-creation.71 In The Conflagration
of Community: Fiction before and after Auschwitz, J. Hillis Miller considers
Holocaust literature through the “leitmotif,” which for him is a “recurrent
spatially deployed paradigm that corresponds to or expresses the imaginary
inner space the novel generates in the reader.” While he and I disagree
about whether Maus is a novel, his description of its leitmotif, which he
characterizes as the “ubiquitous matrix of a conventional comic book
page that allows Spiegelman . . . to express so much in so little,” highlights
the power of how comics transmits information.72 Miller writes of “the
extreme temporal and spatial complexity” of comics.73 And, joining many
theorists of the image, Miller is not interested in the ineffable. Rather, he
is interested in how Maus presents: “the ‘nows’ of the narration . . . made
of discontinuous episodic blocks” and its punctuation “at irregular intervals, arhythmically, in periodic syncopes” by metanarrative.74 As Nancy
points out, representation is not just a copy of the thing but makes the
thing observable; it exposes with insistence.75
Viewed as documentary, Maus’s comics form provides distinct layers of
commentary and facets of Vladek’s experience; its pages hold different
kinds of information together through their visual surface. On a page in
the chapter “Auschwitz (Time Flies),” for instance, different types of information come together in a visually heightened fashion (page 227;
Figure 4.10).76 As they stroll through the Catskills, Vladek tells Art, across
the unbordered top tier of the page, about his time doing “black work” at
the Auschwitz main camp. Art inquires, “Black work?” and the next tier,
in defined boxes, opens by depicting the requirements of black work underneath Vladek’s words: “Carrying back and forth big stones, digging out
holes, each day different, but always the same.” The shaded panel, whose
background appears striated, shows a silhouetted worker in the left foreground with a shovel and the repeated figure of marching inmates with
stones; it is a classic montage panel, as Spiegelman describes it, one that is
emblematic.77 Yet the page concludes, setting up a visual diagonal rhyme
between same-size panels across the page, with highly specific information about a particular incident: Vladek hiding from a Selektion by sitting
on a visually articulated toilet, with a hanging flush mechanism, in a detailed bathroom. In drawing his father’s testimony, Spiegelman indicates
duration and repetition in Eisensteinian gestures, and also by turns registers the concrete details, even minute ones, he was able to verify.78
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Figure 4.10

Art Spiegelman, The Complete Maus, page 227. (From The Complete Maus: A Survivor’s

Tale by Art Spiegelman, Maus, Volume I copyright © 1973, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986
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Group, a division of Penguin Random House LLC. All rights reserved.)
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Maus exploits the form of comics to do the work of documenting experience and information through diagramming both experience—locating
bodies moving over time in space—and diagramming spaces and objects.
By nature comics is a diagrammatic form: its fundamental narrative
movement is to diagram time as space on the page. In the comics-format
introduction to his 1978 Breakdowns, Spiegelman muses on his chosen form:
“Better than the word cartoons is the word drawings; or better still . . .
diagrams.” In a 1978 essay, he explains, “All comic-strip drawings must
function as diagrams . . . that indicate more than they show.”79 Maus, composed diagrammatically, also uses the form of the diagram meaningfully
throughout, such as in the chapter “Mouse Holes,” in which Vladek interrupts his own testimony, demanding of Art, “Show to me your pencil and
I can explain to you”; drawing a diagram of a bunker, he reasons that
“such things it’s good to know exactly how was it—just in case” (page 112).
Spiegelman draws Vladek drawing for Art, and then Spiegelman redraws
Vladek’s diagram—a side view of a bunker where the Spiegelman parents
hid in the Środula ghetto—for readers as a panel of the page.80
Along with diagrams of bunkers and hiding places, Maus also features
detailed diagrams of shoe repair (page 220) and other facets of camp life,
such as currency in Auschwitz (page 224). Protesting its listing of Maus II
on the fiction bestseller list in his 1991 letter to the New York Times Book
Review, Spiegelman refers to the book’s diagrams in order to underline its
status as nonfiction, despite the visual abstraction of its mice: “It’s not as
though my passages on how to build a bunker and repair concentration
camp boots got the book onto your ‘Advice, How-to and Miscellaneous’
list.”81 As the realm of Spiegelman’s practical father transformed into the
realm of the artist son through appropriation and through the formal dimension of comics itself, diagrams both carry emotional weight and exhibit comics’ distinctive spatial grammar. And the diagram that carries the
most weight is of the inside and outside of one of the four crematorium
buildings in Auschwitz.
Maus is careful not to depict atrocity outside of Vladek’s testimony (even
when conveying “emblematic” information) without indicating its lack
of corroboration. Thus Spiegelman visualizes possibilities for violent
endings—and always partially covers images with balloons or boxes of
speech—that accompany Vladek’s unverified speech, such as when Nazis
kill toddlers by smashing them against a wall on the way out of the Środula
ghetto (“This I didn’t see with my own eyes,” Vladek says [page 110]), or
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when Vladek reports the death of his friend Mandelbaum (“He got killed.
Or he died. I know they finished him” [page 195]). Vladek was an eyewitness and a participant in the dismantling of the crematoria toward the end
of the war; he had worked in the tin shop at Auschwitz in the summer of
1944 and, as he explains in Maus, “when the Russians came near, the Germans made ready to run from Auschwitz. They needed tinmen to pull
apart the machineries of the gas chambers.” Vladek states clearly, “You
heard about the gas. But I’m telling not rumors. But only what I really saw.
For this I was an eyewitness” (page 229). In a perspective unusual to the
book, Spiegelman draws his father’s face cut off just below the mouth but
with eyes gazing directly outward, meeting the reader’s gaze, underscoring
Vladek’s optical apprehension. Turning the page, one encounters Maus’s
most clinical and realistically precise set of drawings (page 230; Figure 4.11).
This page, which opens “I came to one of the four cremo buildings. It
looked so like a big bakery . . . ,” is the only one of the entire book that does
not picture a single person (or animal) within its frames.
For the “cremo building” Vladek saw, Spiegelman offers what comics
does best, charting and detailing space. One sees the outside of the crematorium, with arrows identifying aboveground spaces (ovens) and belowground spaces (undressing rooms, gas chambers), along with a smaller
diagram of the complete interior building—Crematorium II—lying vertically on the right across two views of the exterior. The diagram of the interior, a blueprint, shows the relation and scale of spaces like the toilet, coal
storage, room for melting gold fillings, and “corpse lift,” in addition to the
incineration room and gas chamber. On the page’s bottom tier, the panel
depicts the ramp down to the so- called disinfection room from the perspective of someone walking down it. The final panel takes readers into
the space of the undressing room with its signs designed to perpetuate
the illusion of return: “Important—remember your hook number.” On this
page the crematorium chimney itself breaks the frame of reference, in its
comics expression as in life: its stack bursts upward, jutting out of Spiegelman’s topmost border, sitting conspicuously and ominously against white
space. (On the previous page an Auschwitz chimney also breaks the top of
the frame, its wafting smoke joining Spiegelman’s cigarette smoke in the
above tier; even as a second-generation witness, the book implies, Art
breathes Auschwitz, perhaps as a habit and perhaps to his detriment).
Spiegelman notes that he initially assumed that he would draw Auschwitz
in a deliberately sketchy mode—“seen through a fog of scribbled lines.”82
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Figure 4.11

Art Spiegelman, The Complete Maus, page 230. (From The Complete Maus: A Survivor’s

Tale by Art Spiegelman, Maus, Volume I copyright © 1973, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986
by Art Spiegelman; Maus, Volume II copyright © 1986, 1989, 1990, 1991 by Art Spiegelman. Used by
permission of the Wylie Agency LLC and Pantheon Books, an imprint of the Knopf Doubleday Publishing
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This style, which gestures to its own distance and provisionality, is akin to
the one he had used earlier in Maus (page 63) to portray a group of Jews
who were taken into the woods and shot, a scene he rendered, harking back
to a significant tradition, to look like “a journalist illustrator’s sketch.”83 The
drawings of the mechanisms of the extermination camp, however, took
shape as the most detailed in the book as Spiegelman documented the
spaces of death that his father saw: “Maybe as a way of getting past my own
aversion I tried to see Auschwitz as clearly as I could. It was a way of forcing
myself and others to look at it.”84
The second page of the double spread of the cremo building, a closer
look at its gas chamber and ovens, produces a defamiliarizing recognition
beyond what one might experience in a work with a consistent mode of
verisimilitude (page 231; Figure 4.12). What is most jarring on the page is
the interaction between the stylized, minimal mice to which we are accustomed and the detailed, realistically rendered machinery of Auschwitz.
These images of Auschwitz’s awful spaces carry the neutrality and chill of
a dehumanized handbook; they are replete with cross-hatching, more technical, different in look and feel from other pages of Maus.
The deliberately unsynthesized collisions of style—the representational
and the nonrepresentational, and the disjunctions between them—are the
root of Maus’s expression of horror. Nancy argues the Nazi ethic is all about
representation—this, he suggests, is the logic of the camp.85 Spiegelman
meticulously documents the history to which his father was an eyewitness,
aiming for accuracy and “essential actuality” throughout, while making his
own system conspicuously heterogeneous to itself.86 In an interview with
Harvey Blume, Spiegelman identifies a friction that inheres in his comics:
“Whatever value I find in totally non-representational painting or in totally
representational painting, the moment of collision is the one where I get
the biggest charge.”87 The drawn animal metaphor, especially because it
registers as an abstracted style interacting with other styles of documentation, destabilizes Maus’s own mode of expression; it is one of the book’s
inscriptions of collision and rupture, here in the very heart of the death
mechanism of Auschwitz.
The movement of the page, its rhythm between open and closed, action and stillness, underlines this. Unsurprisingly, the mice—Vladek and
a fellow prisoner, a Sonderkommando—make their only appearance on
the page sandwiched in the center tier, blocked on both sides, it would
seem, by the fact of death. A cutaway view of the gas chambers in the first
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Figure 4.12 Art Spiegelman, The Complete Maus, page 231. (From The Complete Maus: A Survivor’s
Tale by Art Spiegelman, Maus, Volume I copyright © 1973, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986
by Art Spiegelman; Maus, Volume II copyright © 1986, 1989, 1990, 1991 by Art Spiegelman. Used by
permission of the Wylie Agency LLC and Pantheon Books, an imprint of the Knopf Doubleday Publishing
Group, a division of Penguin Random House LLC. All rights reserved.)
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panel—Vladek’s testimony says it was closed “hermetic,” but our view is
open, going above its ceilings to the roof and outside—opens out our perspective, which is immediately shut down in the next panel: a drawing of
the closed door to the chambers, punctuated by a window facing us directly (page 231). While Spiegelman does suggest that narrative generally, and comics specifically, is like a row of windows, here we do not get
to look through the window of the tightly locked door (as the Nazis did to
check the status of prisoners, who Vladek reports took three to thirty minutes to die).88 In the middle row of frames, Vladek and his coworker move
heavy piping, walking to the right, moving us forward through the page.
But while they point forward, the bottom tier—a single, horizontal panel
concluding the page, depicting a stretch of ovens—visually ends this movement swiftly, hauntingly. Vladek’s testimony on the page ends without a
period, as his words stretch into the dark space of the receding ovens (“to
such a place finished my father, my sisters, my brothers, so many”).
Spiegelman’s inked lines materializing Vladek’s “deposition,” a performative, cross-discursive collaboration that goes inside the camps, portrays
death in word and image. As a richly visual work, and one invested in its
ability to show, Maus refutes on many levels the anti-imagism in discourse
about the Holocaust, described recently in Georges Didi-Huberman’s incisive Images in Spite of All. Didi-Huberman uses his discussion of four
rare photographs smuggled out of Auschwitz by prisoners in 1944 to refute
theorists and filmmakers attached to a thesis of the unimaginable, the
aesthetics of “showing absence.”89 Among the four photographs DidiHuberman analyzes, all secretly taken by the same inmate within the space
of about ten minutes, is one that Spiegelman draws in Maus. It appears on
the page directly after the double spread of the crematorium: an image of
Hungarian Jews, outdoors, being dragged and thrown into burning pits in
August 1944. The image appears with a jagged border, indicating its difference from the other framed images on the page; it sticks out slightly into
the horizontal gutter, as if laid on the space of the grid instead of created
within it. A Sonderkommando stands in a heap of dozens upon dozens of
bodies laid out on the ground, grabbing the limbs of one and balancing
his own body weight with an outstretched arm in order to throw it into an
open-air incineration pit from which smoke thickly rises in front of him.
“Train after train of Hungarians came,” Vladek explains, and above the
drawing, whose quavery border marks its status as a separate kind of frame,
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“And those what finished in the gas chambers before they got pushed in
these graves, it was the lucky ones” (page 232).
Maus is interested in documenting as the texture of visual articulation,
however supposedly direct, mediated, or re-mediated. Spiegelman not only
incorporates Kościelniak’s camp-commissioned louse poster as a reference
but reactivates it to perform the work of witnessing (of daily camp life) as
part of the visual stuff of Maus. In much the same way, the clandestine
photograph of the bodies being dragged into the pits—taken by a Greek
Jew known only as Alex—becomes part of the book’s testimonial visual surface (page 232; Figure 4.13). If Spiegelman was inspired by the postwar
pamphlets and by inmate drawings for their urgent transmission of visual
information, Maus also relies on hard-to-find photographic documentation—
here, on the “chilling out-of-focus snapshot” that bears urgent witness.90
But instead of adding the photograph to the book, as with the three family
photographs that appear across Maus’s pages (unlike anywhere in Nakazawa or Sacco’s work), Spiegelman makes a publicly circulating photograph
part of the tradition of drawing to tell by re-mediating his own version.
In Maus, one recognizes the sheer overwhelming significance of any
visual information in the framework of eyewitness testimony from the
camps. Maus documents Vladek Spiegelman’s experience, but its testimonial form includes the collective modality of witness the snapshot signifies. In August 1944, a civilian worker smuggled a camera into Auschwitz
II–Birkenau. Damage was deliberately done to the roof of Crematorium V
so that Sonderkommandos, supposedly repairing, would have an excuse to
have a lookout perch from above. The camera was hidden in a bucket given
to Alex, who slipped inside the gas chambers to quickly photograph four
images without detection. The camera made it back into the bucket, and
eventually the small piece of film was smuggled out in a tube of toothpaste
by an employee of the SS canteen to reach the Polish Resistance in Krakow.91
Across media and time periods, very few works offer a sustained visual and
narrative materialization of Auschwitz, aside from fictionalized films and
scattered photographs. Maus goes into the camps and stays there at length,
re-creating a world meant to be studied and engaged at one’s own pace.
Maus sidesteps what Didi-Huberman calls “the extreme engagement
with the question of the figurable” in order to simply productively figure
and refigure, to make seen. It draws on archives, including traditional archival material such as posters and photographs, to open and recirculate
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Figure 4.13 Art Spiegelman, The Complete Maus, page 232. (From The Complete Maus: A Survivor’s
Tale by Art Spiegelman, Maus, Volume I copyright © 1973, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986
by Art Spiegelman; Maus, Volume II copyright © 1986, 1989, 1990, 1991 by Art Spiegelman. Used by
permission of the Wylie Agency LLC and Pantheon Books, an imprint of the Knopf Doubleday Publishing
Group, a division of Penguin Random House LLC. All rights reserved.)
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them in its comics form. Maus treats Alex’s photograph as one among many
documents, including drawings and Vladek’s oral testimony; it enters into
the surface of the page, but with no special authority. Maus treats Alex’s
photograph, too, as both a document and an aesthetic object able to be
studied at the level of composition (Maus flips it). “The only ethical position, in this frightening trap of history, consisted in resisting in spite of all
the forces of the impossible,” Didi-Huberman writes, “to create in spite of
all the possibility of a testimony.”92 These earlier acts of visual witnessing
lay a theoretical—and literal—foundation for Maus, which is inspired by,
and built on, the creation of archives.

Coffins/Archives
Describing a recent special issue of the politics and performance journal
e-misférica on archives—to which I contributed an essay on Maus and
MetaMaus—Marianne Hirsch and Diana Taylor suggest that the question
raised by archives is “the politics of what is saved (remembered) and what
is discarded (forgotten).”93 Maus simultaneously does the work of archiving
and is about archives. Centrally, we recognize its own archiving process in
how it inscribes Vladek Spiegelman’s voice, his private Holocaust testimony
elicited by his son, and places it in print and into the public record. In this
archiving of testimony Maus reveals how the comics medium is not only
dialogic but cross-discursive as well. Thus Spiegelman, for instance, in an
incident in which the two disagree about the existence of orchestras in
Auschwitz, draws against his father’s narration/testimony even while
materializing Vladek’s words on the page; both kinds of “voice” become
archived (page 213). And Maus assimilates wartime archives, from the obscure to the famed, into its visual idiom of witness. (Maus is even motivated
by a rich archive of Nazi propaganda in its animal metaphor; Spiegelman
has called Hitler his “collaborator”).94 At a denotative level, one of its chief
dramas is the cartoonist’s desire to search out any archival material relating
to his parents’ lives before his own unlikely birth—both of his parents were
in death camps, and their first son, Richieu, died in the war at age six.95
The issue of what was saved—what could be saved—by survivors from
the war is paramount, as is the question of what happens in post-war life to
what does get saved. Vladek burned his wife Anja’s notebooks recounting
her Holocaust experiences—which she re-created, like Alfred Kantor, after
the war from what could not be saved during the war—after her suicide in
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1968, along with other documents relating to the war, such as letters from
a French friend incarcerated with him in Dachau. “Of course I saved,”
Vladek responds to his son when asked about the letters. “But all this I threw
away together with Anja’s notebooks. All such things of the war, I tried to
put out from my mind once for all . . . [u]ntil you rebuild me all this from
your questions” (page 258). Maus is a process of rebuilding—archiving or
rearchiving the past—especially after the violence Art feels was committed
to his mother’s archive, and by extension to her very person. The last word
of Maus I: My Father Bleeds History is “murderer”: Art accuses his father
of murdering his already dead mother by incinerating her notebooks
after her death. (There is a parallel to the camps here: the incineration of
her archive as the incineration of bodies in order to destroy any remnant.)
And Art feels murdered by Anja, too: she left no note, no paper trail, when
she died, and in its absence his own body—something she did generate—
defaults to becoming a kind of document, an archive or index of failure,
standing in for her own failure to want to live. He addresses her in “Prisoner on the Hell Planet”: “You murdered me, Mommy, and you left me
here to take the rap!!!”96 Anja’s evaporated archive, from her notebooks to
her spectral, nonexistent suicide note, haunt Maus through and through.
Which kinds of archives can survive the war and its aftermath—and exist
from which parents?
As I have argued, comics—with its boxes that store and display
information—and the idea of the archive are intimately linked.97 Critics have
identified an “archival turn” in the past twenty-five or so years: Jacques
Derrida gave the lecture that became Archive Fever in 1994, and art historian Hal Foster identified an “archival impulse” in contemporary art in
2004.98 The form of contemporary comics, so conspicuously riveted to exploring history and evidence, has amplified this archival turn and become
one of its most popular and visible locations. Jared Gardner identifies
“the archival turn in contemporary graphic narrative” in an essay in 2006—
the same year that Alison Bechdel published Fun Home, the best-selling
graphic memoir that makes the search for private, family paper archives its
central action and aesthetic drive.99 Yet it is Spiegelman’s Maus that first
and forcefully established the connection between comics and archives.
In Maus, so deeply steeped in the past and in the present tense of making
sense of the past, one recognizes how comics form literalizes the work of
archiving: selecting, sorting, and containing in boxes. Comics makes the
process of assembling, ordering, and preserving intelligible in a way that
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few forms can. The juxtaposition of frames on the page calls overt attention to the basic grammar of comics as selection—to the rhythm of the displayed and the evacuated, and how they constitute each other. This is not
only an evocative phenomenon in Maus but also its actual constant narrative process. In her essay “Archival Bodies,” Anne Golomb Hoffman points
out that the OED definition of archive indicates both the container for documents and the documents themselves.100 Comics makes this important
transfiguration legible. Comics frames, as Valerie Rohy suggests, can be
understood as vitrines that focus our attention on the subject, and object, of
research.101 “The archive” is a process, as Maus makes clear, and not only a
repository of evidence.
Maus is also about holding together the tension between the visual
(which includes the photographic and the drawn), the written, and the oral
in how it expresses the memory of the eyewitness and the secondary witness and in how it creates its own testimonial archive. What media, and
what perceptions, determine the shape of this archive? Maus enfolds these
concerns and distinct valences of expression into its testimonial form, its
insistent, cross- discursive presentation that carries within itself Nancy’s
“open absence.” One of the most famous philosophical meditations on testimony, Giorgio Agamben’s Remnants of Auschwitz: The Witness and the
Archive, posits the opposition of the archive and testimony. Agamben writes
of testimony’s “unarchivability, its exteriority with respect to the archive.”
Testimony, Agamben argues, because “its authority depends not on a
factual truth . . . but rather on the immemorial relation between the unsayable and the sayable, between the outside and the inside of language,” is
not archivable.102 Maus, which archives Vladek Spiegelman’s testimony in
comics form, suggests the reverse. Comics takes shape as documentary precisely on the contingent lines of the boundaries that Agamben identifies.
Maus expresses the existence of this “relation,” as opposed to pinning
down its meaning, through its syntax, which is an interplay of presence and
absence. Comics, with its frames and gutters, is always about boundaries—
inside, outside; containable, uncontainable; figurable, unfigurable; constituted, deconstituted—and acknowledging them while articulating
chronotopes not riven by the dichotomies they imply. Maus presents and
makes relevant if not choate, graphically and semantically, precisely those
boundaries of the outside and the inside of language through its own
word-and-image form. It shows how testimony, its central medium, and
the archive, its central aesthetic, historical, and psychic foundation, are
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mutually inflected, each contradictory, fluid, and embodied. Elisabeth
Friedman argues that MetaMaus proposes “a rethinking of what counts as
an archive, and, by extension, what counts as history”—and this is also
central to Maus.103
Spiegelman has likened comics panels to the tightly packed suitcases his
father, always ready to expect the worst, insisted on teaching him to arrange
(“It was the one thing he wanted to make sure I understood”).104 He has
also figured comics panels as boxes of memory smashing up against each
other, something we see forcefully in his memoir Portrait of the Artist as a
Young %@&*!. And he has also repeatedly likened comics panels to coffins (see Figure 4.14). Maus, he told me, is about “choices being made, of
finding what one can tell, and what can reveal, and what one can reveal
beyond what one knows one is revealing. Those are the things that give
real tensile strength to the work—putting the dead into little boxes.”105 The
language of “putting the dead into little boxes” is especially resonant given
that Maus literally buries Vladek Spiegelman, ending the book with his
headstone.106 Suitcases, boxes of memory, coffins: these are different figures for comics grammar as containment, for panels as archival spaces instantiating the drive to enclose and preserve—even if elements will not
stay still, spilling out or breaking the frame; even if they are ridged by their
own instability. The suitcase, a figure for transportation and escape, limns
the figure of the coffin, implying a stillness and sealing.
And while Maus is inspired by the urgency of drawings such as Kantor’s
or Salomon’s, its succession of “little boxes” of history—while motivated
by its own desire to bear witness—is the result of careful, painstaking mapping of each page, tier, and panel. Once, asked if making Maus had been
cathartic, Spiegelman mused: “With comics, you’re cobbling together little
things and carefully placing them. It would be like the catharsis of making
a 100-faceted wooden jewel box. It’s highly crafted work.”107 Spiegelman
created roughly a dozen sketches—sometimes many more—for each panel,
often by creating numerous studies of the panel in different colors to
help him discern visual volume and weight in the space he was forming
through line.
The son’s concomitant identification and disidentification that shapes his
attachment to his father is evident in Maus, and underscored in MetaMaus,
which reveals the obsessive labor behind Spiegelman’s comics. In a notebook entry that records a 1988 conversation with Paul Pavel, a survivor who
was then his therapist, Spiegelman writes of Vladek, “The family legend
was that he could fix anything. It seemed like MAGIC . . . until I got older
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Figure 4.14

Art Spiegelman,

sketchbook page, April 4, 2007
(from Autophobia, 2008).
(From Be a Nose! Copyright ©
Art Spiegelman. Used by
permission of the Wylie Agency.)

and realized Vladek was going through hell down in this garage workspace.
. . . Proceeding by trial and error. Searching for tools—for the right screw
among thousands he’d found and salvaged.” Maus’s very first page features
Vladek sawing wood in front of the garage—and Artie crying. Spiegelman
muses, “I’m really like Vladek—agonizing over MAUS the way he agonized
over his repair jobs. The words I used to describe him working are how I
describe my labors.”108 In his career as a cartoonist (making a book about
his father) he repeats the strenuously haptic work of searching and sorting
that links him to his father.
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In her reading of Derrida’s Archive Fever, Friedman identifies two registers
of archival documentation: one that locates historical truth in “manifest
content” or documentary evidence that may be directly apprehended, and
one that also locates historical truth in performative repetition, what
Derrida calls the “virtual.” Because repetition, or acting out, is also a form
of preserving the past, it too creates an archive.109 From this angle—packing
his father’s suitcases, and using his toolbox to commemorate and bury
him—Spiegelman creates Maus through its very comics form as an archive,
a register of recurrence that preserves. The form archives Vladek’s testimony.
But Vladek’s affective posture—history’s inscription on his person—also
comes to form a comics archive.
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